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ABSTRACT
According to the Learning Analytics (LA) reference model, LA is used to collect, explore and analyze diverse types and interrelationships of data. Specifications like the Experience API (xAPI) work towards interoperability with respect to interrelationship of diverse learning data. Algorithms for adaptive learning could be improved by incorporation of user-related data, not present in learning activities. Linking these user-related data with learning activity data would fully exploit the potential of interrelationships with data. Conventional solutions, as well as current Linked Data-based solutions focus purely on learning activity data, whereas solutions based on Linked Data could be used to integrate data of different domains. We propose a provenance-aware pipeline to transform xAPI learning activity statements to Linked Data. The integration of learning activities with other user data, provides a more complete set of user data, improving an adaptive learning analytics system. We use the proposed pipeline to build a Linked Learning Record Store based on the Resource Description Framework (RDF). SPARQL queries are used to link data about learning activities, enriched with fine-grained exercise descriptions, with data describing the abilities of users. In this paper, we show how Linked Data can be generated from xAPI statements in a streaming approach, based on existing tools and interfaces. Our solution demonstrates the usage of Linked Data to combine learning activity data with user ability data, to get a more complete set of user data aiming to assist in adaptive learning.

1. INTRODUCTION
Learning Analytics aim to collect, explore and analyze diverse types and interrelationships of data. Specifications, such as the Experience API (xAPI), lead towards analysis of different learning experiences. However, valuable data outside the Learning Analytics context are not considered with conventional solutions. Linked Data offers the functionality to analyze interrelationships between Learning Activity and other data.

Abilities of users adapt over time, while certain abilities might cover different domains, e.g., maths or reading. These user-centric skills offer valuable insights regarding learning exercises and analysis of users’ performance. By combining these kind of user data with learning activity data, adaptive learning is enabled. Developing a self-learning analytics system for adaptive learning is the purpose of the project Learning analytics for Adaptive Support (LEAPS, 2016-2018). Within LEAPS, multiple educational applications were fitted with xAPI logging, to provide a more integrated analysis. Analytical models can be re-used across different use-cases, due to the fact that the learning activities as well as users skills are modelled as Linked Data. Initial data capture has been performed on 18 classes of the first grade in Flemish schools, in 16 sessions and produced more than 2 million xAPI statements.

In this paper, we propose a data processing layer based on Linked Data on top of commonly used Learning Record Stores (LRS). To achieve that, we propose to use an Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) process to (i) read learning activity data expressed in xAPI from commonly used Learning Record Stores (LRS) in a streaming approach, (ii) apply use-case specific transformations to Linked Data, and (iii) load the Linked Data to a triple store for further consumption.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: First, we cover different Linked Data approaches regarding Learning Analytics in Section 2. Secondly, we present our integration model in Section 3 and our proposed Linked Data architecture in Section 4. We demonstrate interlinking of learning activity data with user-related data regarding abilities in Section 5. And finally we discuss our conclusion in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
Utilizing Linked Data principles for Learning Analytics is not a novel approach. Rabelo et al. proposed a big data architecture using the xAPI ontology and Linked Data. However, they were using it for validation regarding xAPI specification conformance only, and they did not fully exploit the possibilities of Linked Data for Learning Analytics.

De Nies et al. performed the first steps toward semantic interoperability of xAPI learning statements with other domains. They identified learning activities as provenance and
proposed the tool TinCan2PROV\(^3\) to generate provenance-related Linked Data from xAPI statements. They relied on JSON-LD contexts to map xAPI terms to an xAPI ontology based on the specification. We are re-using their JSON-LD context within our proposed ETL process as one transformation step.

Anseeuw et al. \(^2\) created an xAPI extension to store more context information regarding the physical environment of the learning activity. They also extended the work of De Nies et al. \(^1\) concerning the xAPI ontology and mainly used it for reasoning. They defined additional services, based on SPARQL queries, which query learning activity data regarding the result and the provided context information. However, their work does not make use of data other than present in the learning statement.

De Meester et al. \(^3\) created the Semantic ExerCise Interchange Format (SERIF\(^4\)) to semantically describe learning exercises. The learning activity statements of the LEAPS project are described using the SERIF format as xAPI extension. Interoperable fine-grained description of exercises offer a variety of ways to interlink with user-related data. One transformation step of our ETL process makes use of the provided JSON-LD context of De Meester et al. \(^3\) to generate fine-grained Linked Data describing the exercises. We are then able to properly link user-related abilities with exercises.

### 3. INTEGRATION MODEL

For this work, we introduce an integration model across user abilities and Learning Analytics (see Fig. 1). While Learning Analytics mostly concerns user interactions with learning activities, we extend to a semantic model that integrates these interactions with user abilities, and is interoperable with Learning Analytics algorithms such as the ELO-rating. \(^3\) as a user interacts with certain learning activities, it can improve its mastery over certain abilities. For example: when a student practices a lot of multiplication exercises, he/she can become better in the “multiplication-ability”. A User has – next to its personal data – other data that can be relevant for Learning Analytics, such as having certain Learning Difficulties which can be predicted based on user-related data. This User has Interactions with Activities, which have a certain difficulty determined by e.g. analysis of data from large amount of students. In our case, these interactions are logged with the xAPI. These Activities are related to User Abilities, i.e., they train a User ability on a certain difficulty. User Abilities are general abilities that can be further categorized, for example, the “multiplication-ability” is more specific than the “math-ability”. The categorization itself is out of scope of this work, but can be modeled using existing standards such as, e.g., the Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) \(^8\). A User has a certain Mastery over these User Abilities. The level of Mastery can be dynamic based on, among others, the Interactions of the User with Activities. This change depends on the item difficulty of the activity, e.g., a user with mastery level 0.4 successfully solving an activity with item difficulty 0.8 has a larger impact than item difficulty 0.1. \(^8\)

### 4. ETL ARCHITECTURE

Our proposed solution is a layer of Linked Data on top of commonly used Learning Record Systems. Therefore, we utilize an Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) process, where xAPI learning statements are extracted from LRSs, transformed to Linked Data and loaded into a triple store. Provenance of the pipeline's execution is generated and it is also provided as Linked Data.

The starting point of our proposed ETL process are xAPI learning activity statements (see Listing 3 for an example). They are stored in the open-source LRS LearningLocker\(^4\) from which we extract the data using a streaming approach. Whenever new xAPI statements are inserted to the LRS, we are notified by the underlying storage engine (MongoDB) and start the transformation process. In case of the initial data capture of the LEAPS project, which has already happened, we feed a JSON dump of the learning activities batch-wise to our streaming pipeline.

The transformation process consists of multiple streaming components and therefore new transformations can be introduced.
plugged in. For the transformation of xAPI statements to Linked Data, we make use of the JSON-LD context of the TinCan2PROV tool introduced by De Nies et al. [4].

Other transformation steps can be added based on the use-case, e.g., if use-case specific xAPI extensions are part of the data. As the case for Anseeuw et al. [2] with their context extension or in other work of us [7], where a privacy usage policy regarding the consented use of the learning data is attached to the xAPI statement as extension.

Additionally to the transformation steps, our proposed ETL process keeps track of provenance, which aims to provide necessary information about the data's origin for later usage. The provenance information per component consists of (i) the name and version of the component; (ii) timestamps of start and end of processing; (iii) used entities (e.g. used JSON-LD contexts, input or output files); (iv) a link to the previous component; and (v) the type of activity (One of the eight sub-classes of the DataActivity class of the GDPRov\(^{\text{\textregistered}}\) ontology). The last pipeline step transforms the provenance data to Linked Data, expressing it with the GDPRov\(^{\text{\textregistered}}\) vocabulary. At the end of the transformation, the data, as well as collected provenance are available as Linked Data in RDF and are uploaded to a triple store (blazegraph\(^{\text{\textregistered}}\)) to be queried with SPARQL. Figure 2 shows our proposed pipeline as part of the bigger LEAPS architecture.

5. THE LEAPS USE CASE

This section demonstrates the interlinking of learning activity data with user-related data, based on the motivating scenario of the ongoing LEAPS project.

Our proposed ETL process transforms learning activity data to Linked Data, with the goal of further data integration. The collected learning activity data are described using the xAPI specification and are using the SERIF\(^{\text{\textregistered}}\) extension to model the performed exercises. That exercise model allows to describe the difficulty of each exercise.

(such as the one described in Listing 2) can retrieve data which can serve a Learning Analytics algorithm as input.

Listing 1: Linked Data in turtle format, describing abilities of a user regarding skillA.

```turtle
PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
PREFIX leaps: <http://edutab.test.iminds.be/specs/datamodel/ontology.owl#>
PREFIX xapi: <http://semweb.mmlab.be/ns/tincan2prov/>
PREFIX lom: <http://data.opendiscoveryspace.eu/lom.ontology.ods.owl#>
PREFIX leaps: <http://edutab.test.iminds.be/specs/datamodel/ontology.owl#>

@prefix foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>.
@prefix leaps: <http://edutab.test.iminds.be/specs/datamodel/ontology.owl#>.
@prefix xapi: <http://semweb.mmlab.be/ns/tincan2prov/>.
@prefix lom: <http://data.opendiscoveryspace.eu/lom.ontology.ods.owl#>.

# more personal data

:ben foaf:name "Ben De Meester" ;
  foaf:mbox "mailto:ben.demeester@ugent.be"@en .

docs/index-en.html#DataActivity

Listing 2: A SPARQL query, linking user ability data from Listing 1 and generated Linked Data from Listing 4.

6. CONCLUSION

One of the goals of Learning Analytics is analysis of diverse types and interrelationships of data. We proposed a provenance-aware ETL process to transform xAPI learning activity statements to Linked Data, with the aim of linking learning data with other user-related data, to assist adaptive learning analytics. We demonstrated how semantic data regarding user abilities can be linked to learning activities. Linked Data allows to combine relevant user data with learning activity data in a seamless way and enable more sophisticated analytics. Combining learning activity data (which contains personal data) with other personal data might cause trouble in the light of data protection [6]. However, the semantic nature of our proposed solution facilitates also privacy-related tasks, as usage policies could be expressed semantically as well [7]. Additionally the provenance produced by our pipeline offers valuable insights in case of an audit.
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Listing 3: A xAPI learning activity statement using the SERIF extension. The statement represents one multiple-choice exercise of the LEAPS project.
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